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People often ask me what Black Lab Design
makes. I tell them we make solutions. Solving
problems through intuitive design is our
forte, and our state-of-the art factory
supports this process, from first prototype to
full production.
Everyday, we are creating effective, fit for
purpose solutions in a timely manner, right
here in Australia.

Daen Simmat - Founder & CEO

Welcome to Black Lab
Design
Design-Led Local Manufacturing
for All Solutions.

Black Lab Design (BLD) was established in 2013.
The business was born out of our founder’s
identification of a glaring need for an
Australian-based agile manufacturing facility
that could effectively and efficiently materialise
the products they were designing.
In our early days, BLD set out to ‘provide
intellectual solutions to mechanical problems’,
drawing on our founder’s wealth of industrial
design and engineering expertise. Customers
quickly realised the benefits of sourcing
solutions to their problems locally and with
that, the business grew rapidly from a team of 2
to over 70 today.
Our growth has seen us relocate and upgrade
our facility twice in in just 6 years, where we
now operate a 4,000+ sqm high-capability, highoutput factory with adjoining office and digital
printing facility. The growth and natural
evolution of BLD has seen our abilities
transform to encompass ‘end-to-end design for
manufacturing’.

Black Lab Design
Design-Led Local Manufacturing for All
Solutions.

Black Lab Design has gotten to where
we are today by solving problems for
our clients through a ‘design for
manufacture’ approach. Boasting a
wealth of design, engineering and
logistics talent and experience, we have
risen quickly to become a marketleading group with the unique addition
of an advanced manufacturing facility
that can prototype, test and produce
everything we design.

Frenches Forest,

Sydney Based

Advanced
Manufacturing
Production Facility

70+
Engineers, Designers,
Fabricators, Technicians,
Specialists and More

Our Advantage

Rapid Response on
High Volume Orders

Design for Manufacture

Problem Solving

Local Service

With complete control of our
own supply chain, from material
and equipment sourcing, to inhouse production, delivery and
install, we can guarantee smooth
and rapid project fulfillment.

Our team of talented designers,
engineers, programmers,
fabricators and technical
support specialists work
together to create, deliver and
maintain the client's vision.

We have an experienced and
knowledgeable team that pride
themselves on their problem
solving abilities. Our
collaborative, innovative
anatomy allows us to
consistently deliver the
smartest possible product, in
the most efficient way.

Local Production provides the
invaluable benefits of short lead
times, visibility over design and
production, quality assurance,
and reduced environmental
footprint. Our proximity to our
in-market products allows for
ease of maintenance and
servicing as well as an
understanding of the locations
we are manufacturing for.

Product and Services
BLD boasts a rich catalogue of products that have been designed,
manufactured, and deployed within Australia and abroad. Black Lab
has created design solutions for a plethora of companies across
Australia. We can manufacture products with a range of materials
including metals, timber, plastics and glass.
Some of the specially made solutions we've created include:
Large format store displays

Digital sculptures

Interactive retail
instalments

Electric car charging unts

Modular fixtures

Custom refrigeration

Automatic dispenser
stands

Transport/Mobility
solutions

And much more!

In-House Capability
We boast a considerable number of capabilities under one roof.
This gives us the unique advantage of being able to control and
complete every element of a project.

Engineering
CAD Designs, Rendering &
Animation
Laser Cutting
Powder Coating & Finishing
Fabrication
Carpentry
Final Assembly & Dispatch
Quality Control

Sheet Metal Bending
Turret Punching
Digital Printing
CNC Routing
Installation
Maintenance & Servicing

Our Clients
Manufacturing design solutions for leading brands.
We pride ourselves on an established culture of open collaboration
and friendship between our own team and that of our clients where
we share knowledge, ideas and successes. With a particular
proficiency for delivering high-quality, unique retail fixtures and
displays, Black Lab Design has become a valued and integral part of
the supply chain for a number of Australia’s leading brands.
Our team and factory are capable of meeting the needs of clients
from a vast array of industries, including but not limited to: retail,
supermarkets, media, construction, transport, and government
organisations. Each client is unique, and so is each project, this is
why the team at BLD remains flexible and adaptable to meet the
needs of each individual client and project across multiple
industries.

Our Process
Design &
Engineering

Rendering Concepts

Production

Assembly

Prototyping/Testing

With close collaboration
between the client and
our team of designers,
engineers and project
managers we develop
manufacturable
solutions using the latest
CAD tools.

High-quality design
renders allow our team
and the client to get an
initial realistic visualisation
of their product with all
materials, colours, and
dimensions and in-situ
mock-ups.

Everything we design is
fully manufacturable in
our state-of-the-art
factory. We bring products
to life with our skilled
team of machine
operators, fabricators,
powder coaters,
carpenters and everything
in-between.

Once all pieces of the
puzzle are ready our
assembly team puts it all
together, in preparation
for final inspections,
packaging and delivery,
ensuring quality is at its
highest throughout.

Prototyping and testing
will typically occur
throughout multiple
stages. During the design
phase we experiment with
different ideas, materials
and processes. We
conduct rigorous testing
and quality checks
throughout production.

Finished
Product/Installation
Our service doesn’t end
with completed
production runs, we also
handle logistics from
delivery to installation.

Our Machines
Amada AE Turret Punch Press

Trumpf TruBend 5130

Amada EQ4010

Performs punching operations, such as opening and
cutting round, square and variously shaped holes in sheet
metal

Brake press for precision metal
forming and bending

Compact brake press for high precision
with smaller parts

Amada ENSIS 3015
Fiber Laser Cutter with adjoining multi-pallet automated
sheet loader (not shown)

Trumpf TruLaser 1030

Amada HS 8025

Solid-state fiber laser cutter

Brake press for precision metal
forming and bending

Our Machines
Mimaki UCJV300

Summa F1612

Inkjet printing and cutting

Multifunctional material cutting

Timesavers RB Series

2d CNC Wire Bending Machine

Deburring Machine for processing cut
parts

Bending and forming wire

SwissQprint Nyala 3
Wide format digital printer for fast and highly detailed
printing with multi-material and thickness capability

Future and strategic
direction of the
company

Advancement of
staff skills
We provide the necessary opportunities to
our team to develop their knowledge base,
ensuring we are always well versed in the
latest technology, processes and practices
that make our business run.

Investment in infrastructure and
early investment in new technology
We are adding capacity and capability through
investment in our facility. We utilize a mix of
robotics, automated machinery, ERP software
and cloud computing to support and improve
our conventional manufacturing activity.

Building enduring
partnerships
Establishing and maintaining collaborative
Australian-based partnerships with innovative,
leading brands is a priority for Black Lab
Design. We actively look for the clients and
projects that allow us to showcase our true
abilities, solve real problems and make a
difference.

contact@blacklabdesign.com | 1300 852 580 |
www.blacklabdesign.com.au
Black Lab Design Pty Ltd

